Backend Developer for innovative Healthcare Solutions
The Challenge
We are committed to bring state-of-the-art healthcare technology to areas of the world where it is not yet
available for millions of potential patients. We want to bridge this massive gap in healthcare coverage using
innovative cloud-based information technology and user interfaces.
Who are we
audibene is Europe’s leading platform for modern hearing aids. Our team consists of 90+ individuals who
are constantly bringing compelling new ideas to a historically traditional market. Audibene has developed
a large and exciting business model providing an innovative interface between the Internet and innovative
medical technology.
We are a dynamic and fast growing firm, operating out of a loft office in Berlin Kreuzberg that offers growth
opportunities for all employees. Our team is characterized by high energy levels, lots of creativity and flat
hierarchies. As a firm we already have achieved a lot, still see a lot of potential and are looking for dedicated
new colleagues to support us in our future ventures.
Your Tasks
You will support and help shape the audibene IT Team for the development of a remote software solution. Your tasks will typically include:
 Requirements Analysis, Conceptual Design and Implementation of software systems
 Service-oriented development and provision of back-end systems
 Responsibility for the early detection of technical errors and responsibility for the stability of our
applications
 Assisting in the development of our conceptual and operational data and software systems
Your Profile
 Ideally you have a Degree/Diploma in Information Technology from an institute of higher learning
with demonstratable practical experience
 MVC Frameworks are no problem for you and you have worked with any of the folowing: Yii,
Zend, Symfony or Typo3 Flow
 You have strong skills in SQL and have extensive experience with databases such as MySQL, SQL
Server or NoSQL as well as you have solid Experience with PHP 5.
 You are familiar with PHPUnit, Selenium, Jasmine, phpDoc and Version Control software such as
Subversion or Git
 You have already worked with Continuous Integration Tools like Jenkins, Hudson or Cruise Control
 You are knowledgeable in the use of Design Patterns and Refactoring methodologies
 Good command of the English language, intermediate German Skills and an interest in independent work completes your profile
What we offer
 A modern loft office in the heart of Berlin
 A highly attractive work place with a motivating and dynamic environment and flat hierarchies
 Challenging and diverse work as well as an attractive renumeration
 As additional advantages we offer flexible working hours, drinks & snacks "for free", regular team
events and much more ...
The position is available immediately. Please submit your application by e-mail to Marco Vietor
at jobs@audibene.de.
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We are looking forward to hearing from you!
audibene GmbH
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